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Abstract: Characteristics of microstructures of electroless Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coatings were investigated using SEM/EDX and 
XRD analysis techniques. Microhardness and wear behaviour of the coatings before and after laser crystallization were evaluated by 
measurements of hardnesses of coating surface and cross-section, and by unlubricated friction and wear experiments. The results 
indicate that it is possible to prepare electroless Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coatings by sequential immersion in two different plating 
baths. After laser crystallization, the microstructures of electroless Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coatings present the characteristics of 
higher degree of crystallization and larger grain size for outer layer Ni−W−P than inner Ni−P, but outer layer has a higher hardness. 
The wear resistance of laser-treated duplex coatings in a given process parameter conditions is superior to the as-plated ones. Laser 
treatment was performed directly in air without argon protection, which provides the possibility for application of industrialized 
production. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Electroless plating nickel has received attention as a 
hard coating in industrial applications due to its high 
hardness, uniform thickness as well as excellent 
corrosion and wear resistance. The electroless Ni−P 
deposit is a supersaturated alloy in as-deposited state, 
and can be strengthened by precipitation of nickel 
phosphide crystallites by suitable heat treatment. 
However, the hardness of Ni−P film degrades during 
excessive annealing due to grain coarsening. An 
alternative to Ni−P coating is the ternary alloy coating 
with the addition of a third element to the binary Ni−P 
system. The ternary Ni−M−P alloy, where M is typically 
a transition metal such as W, Co, Mn, Re and Mo, has 
superior properties compared with the binary Ni−P alloy, 
and therefore, its applications could be extended [1−4]. 

In recent years, multilayer and graded coatings have 
received much attention as they could provide 
considerable improvement in the desired characteristics 
of the coatings. Electrodeposition is a proven technique 

to prepare multilayer and graded coatings [5−7]. Since 
the composition of the individual layers could be altered 
easily by varying the concentration of the metallic ions, 
current density, speed of agitation, etc, much work on 
multilayer and graded coatings was explored using the 
electrodeposition technique. However, electroless plating 
is possible to prepare graded coatings by sequential 
immersion in two or more electroless plating baths. In 
earlier work, electroless Ni−P/Ni−B [8] and Ni−P/ 
Ni−W−P duplex coatings [9] as well as electroless Ni−P 
graded coatings [10] had been prepared and their 
corrosion resistance had been investigated, but little 
attention has been given to the wear behavior of 
electroless plated multilayer and graded coatings. It is 
known that in order to further enhance the properties of 
electroless plating coatings, post-heat treatment, i.e. 
annealing, is often required. Post-heat treatment of 
electroless Ni−P coatings is normally carried out in a 
furnace. In a furnace treatment, coated components have 
to be wholly heated up to a high temperature required for 
about 1 h. PAPACHRISTOS et al [11] have confirmed 
the loss in gradient nature of the coating during heat- 
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treatment of electrodeposited Ni−W−P graded deposits at 
400−600 °C because diffusion of Ni as well as P will 
occur in the graded coatings. The concept of graded 
electroless coating is valid only under as-plated 
condition. 

Compared with a conventional furnace treatment, 
laser surface treatment has been widely accepted as a 
means for improvement in wear, corrosion resistance and 
other properties of various coatings, and exhibited 
enormous advantages to surface treatment. 
MATSUKAWA et al [12] demonstrated an application 
of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser beam to electroless 
amorphous Ni−P coating and investigated the effect of 
such laser treatment on wear and corrosion properties. 
KONG et al [13] reported that improvement of wear 
resistance of electroless Ni−P alloy film treated by 
carbon dioxide laser was due to precipitation of Ni3P and 
enhancement of adhesion bonding between the coating 
and substrate. In addition, it has been demonstrated that 
it is possible to use high power diode laser treatment to 
achieve nanocrystallisation of electroless Ni−W−P 
amorphous coating for improvement of corrosion 
performance [14]. However, up to now, no report has 
been found on the wear and corrosion performance of 
electroless plated multilayer and graded coatings after 
laser treatment. The advantages of laser surface 
treatment include short processing time and precise 
control over surface properties by proper selection of 
laser processing parameters. More importantly, laser 
treatment can readily achieve selective treatment of 
multilayer and graded coatings, and be expected to 
obtain superior performance without the loss in 
multilayer and gradient nature of the coatings. 

In this work, an attempt to develop the Ni−P/ 
Ni−W−P duplex coating deposited on mild steel by 
sequential immersion in two different electroless plating 
baths was performed. The main contribution of this work 
is to provide microstructural information of the duplex 
coatings before and after laser heat treatment, in terms of 
degree of crystallization, phase transformation, grain size 
and microstrain by quantitative XRD technique. A 
parallel work in this study is to elucidate the wear 
characteristics of the duplex Ni−P/Ni−W−P coating 
related to their properties and structures. Wear 
mechanism related to the properties and structures of the 
duplex Ni−P/Ni−W−P coatings is also discussed. 
 
2 Experimental 
 

In the present study, first, the Ni−P alloy was 
deposited on the mild steel used as substrate, and then 
Ni−W−P alloy (as outer layer) was deposited on Ni−P 
alloy (as inner or intermediate layer). The two bath 
compositions and operating conditions used for 

preparing Ni−P and Ni−W−P duplex coatings are given 
in Table 1. The dimensions of each sample were 15 
mm×15 mm with 1.1 mm in thickness. Detail procedure 
of the plating process can be found in Ref. [14]. The 
duplex coatings were prepared by sequential immersion 
in the two respective plating baths for 1 h in order to gain 
similar thickness of individual Ni−P and Ni−W−P layers. 
In addition, the single Ni−W−P coating was also 
prepared for the XRD analysis. During plating, the pH 
and temperature of the plating baths were maintained at 
±0.2 and ± 1 °C, respectively. 
 
Table 1 Compositions and operating conditions of plating 
baths of elecroless Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coatings 

Coating Plating condition 

24 g/L NiSiO4·6H2O 

22 g/L Na2H2PO2·H2O 

8 g/L sodium citrate 

14 mL lactic acid 

pH4.6 

Ni−P 

Temperature (86±1) °C 

20 g/L NiSiO4·6H2O 

40 g/L Na2H2PO2·H2O 

16 g/L sodium citrate 

8 g/L citric acid 

14 g/L ammonium choloride 

5 g/L Na2WO4·2H2O 

pH9.5 

Ni−W−P 

Temperature (92±1) °C 

 
A laserline 1.5 kW continuous-wave diode laser 

with a rectangular beam dimensions of 2.5 mm×3.5 mm 
was used to scan along the short edge, over the coated 
surface directly in air without argon protection. Laser 
scanning velocity was varied from 6 mm/s to 10 mm/s, 
with a fixed power level of 150 W. It was observed that 
when the velocity was 6 mm/s, the surface was melted 
for the Ni−W−P coating; while the velocity was 8 mm/s, 
the surface was melted for the Ni−P coating. Because 
laser heat can form a temperature gradient along the 
cross-section, the scanning velocities of 8 and 10 mm/s 
were selected without causing surface melting for the 
Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating. 

In order to evaluate characteristics of microstructure 
and property of the duplex coatings after laser treatment, 
inside and outside need to separate. The outer layer 
Ni−W−P coating was analyzed using the single Ni−W−P 
coating; for the inner layer Ni−P coating, first outer layer 
Ni−W−P coating was sputtered off with an ion beam 
thinner to expose inner layer Ni−P coating and then the 
analysis was performed. The separated two parts were  
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marked as outer layer Ni−W−P and inner layer Ni−P 
coating, respectively. The electroless Ni−P and Ni−W−P 
coatings, both in as-plated and laser-treated conditions, 
were assessed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Philips 
diffractometer with monochromatic Cu Kα radiation, 
respectively. The peaks of XRD patterns were fitted 
using Philips APD software after subtracting the 
background to obtain the integrated intensities of 
individual phases, amorphous, nickel and Ni3P phases, 
and to further calculate the volume fractions, represented 
by Iamor/Itotal, INi/Itotal and INi3P/Itotal. The above details were 
described in Ref. [15]. The degree of crystallization, 
grain size and microstrain of individual phases from the 
XRD profiles were estimated for individual coatings. 
The surface morphologies and the cross-sectional 
micrographs of electroless duplex coatings before and 
after laser treatment were obtained using an EVO50 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). Energy dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) attachment was used to 
determine the elemental compositions of the duplex 
coatings. 

Microhardness of the coating was measured using 
Leitz Wetzlar tester with a Vickers diamond indenter 
under a load of 0.98 N (100 g) for 15 s. The 
measurement of the surface hardness was made across 
the surface perpendicular to the scanning direction, to 
cover the regions within the treated tracks as well as the 
overlapped ones. Microhardness was determined by the 
average value at least 10 measurements. Cross-sectional 
microhardness was measured using a nanoindenter 
XPTM (Nano instruments) with a Berkovich diamond. 
The maximum load applied was 50 mN, and the distance 
between any two neighboring indentations was 5 μm, 
counting 10 indentations along the cross section. The 
unlubricated friction and wear experiments, for 
individual Ni−P and Ni−W−P coatings before and after 
laser treatment were performed under the ambient 
laboratory condition (22 °C, 45% relative humidity) 
using a wear tester with a high carbon-high chromium 
steel ball of 4 mm in diameter and HRC65 in hardness as 
a counterpart. Wear time was limited at 30 min at a 
normal load of 20 N and a rotational speed of 200 r/min 
(with the circular track of diameter of 5 mm). 
Examination of the width and morphology of the worn 
track was made with Reichert & Jung (Leica) polyvar 
microscope and SEM microscope. The specific wear rate 
in this investigation is defined as follows: 
 
v=V/(FS)                                    (1) 
 
where v is the specific wear rate, V is the volume, S is the 
sliding distance, and F is the load. The wear loss of 
volume is 

dwtV π
2
×=Δ                               (2) 

where w is the track width, t is the coating wear, and d is 
the circumference diameter, here d=5 mm. 
 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Compositions and morphologies 

Compositional analysis of the as-plated coatings 
using EDX showed that the outer layer consisted of 
Ni−3.9%W−13.3%P in mass fraction, while the inner 
layer consisted of Ni−9.3%P. Based on the previous 
work by LUO et al [16], the internal stress of electroless 
Ni−P deposit decreased with the increase in phosphorus 
contents. The internal stress of the high phosphorous 
deposit containing P higher than 9.0% is either neutral or 
compressive, whereas that of the lower phosphorous 
deposit is tensile. Excessive tensile stress can cause 
warping in addition to cracking and reduction in fatigue 
strength. Excessive compressed deposit can result in 
blister, warping or cause the deposit to separate from the 
substrate. Therefore, suitable phosphorous content can 
lead to a lower internal stress, and improve the bonding 
between coating and substrate. It can be inferred from 
this that the phosphorous content of 9.3% is appropriate 
for the Ni−P coating as intermediate layer. For each layer 
coating, the plating thickness is around 15 μm, as shown 
in Fig. 1. It can be seen from the morphology of the 
cross-section of the double Ni−P/Ni−W−P coating that 
the interface between the two deposits is clear. 
 

 

Fig. 1 SEM image of cross-section of electroless Ni−P/ 
Ni−W−P duplex coating 
 

Figure 2 shows the surface morphologies of the 
Ni−W−P/Ni−P duplex coating before and after laser 
treatment. The as-plated Ni−W−P and Ni−P coatings are 
rather compact without visible defects such as porosity, 
and present typical cauliflower-like nodules morphology 
(Figs. 2(a) and (b)). After the Ni−W−P deposit was 
treated by laser at the scanning velocities of 8 and 10 
mm/s, the change seems to be unconspicuous (Figs. 2(c) 
and (d)). 
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Fig. 2 SEM images of Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coatings before and after laser treatment: (a) As-plated Ni−W−P; (b) As-plated Ni−P; 
(c) Ni−W−P after laser treatment of 8 mm/s; (d) Ni−W−P after laser treatment of 10 mm/s 
 
3.2 Effect of laser crystallization on microstructure 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the XRD patterns 
of the Ni−P and Ni−W−P duplex coating before and after 
the laser treatment. The X-ray diffraction profiles in the 
as-plated state from the region of (111) reflection of 
nickel are amorphous with a wide angular range of 
35°−55° (2θ) for either inner layer Ni−P or outer layer 
Ni−W−P coatings (see Fig. 3(a)). Similar observation for 
the electroless Ni−12%P and Ni−2.5%W−8.5%P 
coatings was made by PALANIAPPA and SESHADRI 
[17]. Quantitative XRD analysis reveals that the Iamor/Itotal 

values of the as-plated Ni−P and Ni−W−P coatings are 
88.8% and 90.4%, respectively, as shown in Table 2. 
This implies that there is incomplete amorphous phase of 
11.2% or 9.6% in amorphous Ni−P alloy or Ni−W−P 
alloy. LIN and HEI [18] demonstrated that there are a 
few of one-dimensional tiny pieces with a size of 0.6−0.8 
nm parallel to each other. 

In the laser treatment state, the increase in the laser 
scanning velocity corresponds to the decrease in the 
temperature while all the other laser operating conditions 
are kept constant. XRD patterns in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), 
whether the outer layer Ni−W−P or inner layer Ni−P at 8 
and 10 mm/s, shows precipitation of not only Ni phase 
but also Ni3P phase in amorphous matrix after laser 
crystallization, and all Ni (111), (200) and (220) peaks of  

Table 2 Degrees of crystallization of Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex 
coating before and after laser treatment 

State Coating INi/Itotal INi3P/Itotal Iamor/Itotal

Ni−P(inner) 11.2% − 88.8%
As-plated

Ni−W−P(outer) 9.6% − 90.4%

Ni−P(inner) 33.5% 26.4% 40.1%10 mm/s 
laser treated Ni−W−P(outer) 23.3% 45.4% 31.3%

Ni−P(inner) 42.8% 28.5% 28.7%8 mm/s laser 
treated Ni−W−P(outer) 25.9% 53.6% 20.5%

 
the Ni−W−P coating were shifted to lower angle 
compared with those of the Ni−P coating, which accords 
with XRD patterns of furnace-annealed Ni−P and 
Ni−W−P coatings by TIEN et al [19]. The reason that the 
peaks shifted to low angle was the result of the tungsten 
dissolving into the nickel matrix, leading to the lattice 
expansion of nickel. With the increase in laser scanning 
velocity from 8 mm/s to 10 mm/s, reflection peaks of 
both Ni and Ni3P from the duplex coating become 
broadened in the diffraction patterns, the Iamor/Itotal values 
corresponding to individual coatings increase, from 
20.5% to 31.3% for the outer layer Ni−W−P and from 
28.7% to 40.1% for inner layer Ni−P (see Table 2). 
Obviously,  the  laser-treated  double  coating  is  in 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of XRD patterns of Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex 
coatings before and after laser treatment at different scanning 
velocities: (a) As-plated state; (b) After laser treatment of 10 
mm/s; (c) After laser treatment of 8 mm/s 
 
incomplete crystallization. Incomplete crystallization 
was also reported in Refs. [20,21] for electroless Ni−P 
(3%−16%) deposits treated by continuously heating at 
the rates of 5 °C/min and 40 °C /min from 300 °C to 500 
°C, respectively, whereas a complete crystallization was 
only achieved at 800 °C. The increase in degree of 
crystallization of outer layer relative to inner layer is 

mainly due to the temperature gradient of laser heating 
along the cross-section. In addition, it is worth noting 
that the volume fraction of Ni phase is larger than that of 
Ni3P phase after the laser treatment for the Ni−P alloy 
with phosphorus content of 9.3%; whereas for the 
Ni−W−P coating with phosphorus content of 13.3%, the 
ratio (INi3P/Itotal) of Ni3P phase is larger than the ratio 
(INi/Itotal) of Ni phase in the crystallized coating. The 
similar phenomenon during continuous heating for 
Ni−(10−14)%P coatings was found by KEONG et al [21]. 
Such a result indicates that the precipitation of Ni3P 
phase is dominant during the heat treatment 
crystallization of high phosphorus content coatings. 

The grain sizes and microstrains of Ni−P/Ni−W−P 
duplex coating before and after laser treatment are listed 
in Table 3. It can be seen that the grain sizes of Ni 
corresponding to the as-plated Ni−P and Ni−W−P 
coatings are 1.9 nm and 1.5 nm, respectively. Ni grain in 
amorphous alloy is composed of several tiny pieces 
which are parallel to each other, and continuously 
distribute in amorphous matrix [18]. In both the Ni−P 
and Ni−W−P, the grain size of Ni3P phase exceeds that of 
Ni phase after laser treatment. Similar phenomenon was 
found by LI et al [22] at about the temperature (350 °C) 
of the crystallization reaction of Ni3P phase for 
electro-brush plating amorphous Ni−P coating annealed 
by a furnace. A reasonable explanation might be that at 
such a temperature the system free energy just meets the 
Ni3P phase transformation requirement in driving force 
which was not enough to provide the Ni phase to grow, 
and precipitated Ni3P lattice parameters were larger than 
Ni lattice parameters [22]. Therefore, it can be deduced 
from the characteristics of grain sizes of both phases in 
the case of laser treatment that laser-induced 
crystallization just corresponds to the process at the near 
temperature of precipitation of Ni3P phase, although the 
reaction can occur at a temperature higher than 350 °C 
due to laser rapid heating. Furthermore, it is clearly 
visible that for the laser-heated duplex coating, higher 
temperature of outer layer than inner layer leads to larger 
grain sizes of both phases for outer layer Ni−W−P than 
inner layer Ni−P, and grain sizes of both phases decrease 
with the increase of the scanning velocities from 8 to 10 
mm/s (see Table 3). 

Comparison of the microstrains of the Ni−P inner 
coating before and after laser-treatment reveals that there 
is higher microstrain in the as-plated Ni−P coating than 
in the laser-treated coating, while the reduction of 
microstrain after laser surface treatment indicates a 
reduction of residual stress in the coating. The residual 
tensile stress in the laser-treated coating was decreased or 
changed to compressive stress [13]. This suggests that 
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there is probably better bonding between the laser-treated 
Ni−P coating and substrate. In addition, the variation of 
the laser scanning velocity from 10 mm/s to 8 mm/s 
(corresponding to increase in temperature) leads to the 
decline of microstrain (see Table 3), which is consistent 
with the result reported by GUO et al [23] that the 
microstrain of electroless Ni−P plating during 
continuously heating decreased with the increase in 
temperature. 
 
Table 3 Grain sizes and microstrains of Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex 
coatings before and after laser treatment. 

Grain size/nm 
State Coating 

Ni Ni3P 
Microstrain/%

Ni−P(inner) 1.9 − 4.986 
As-plated 

Ni−W−P(outer) 1.5 − − 

Ni−P(inner) 11.9 25.5 0.623 10 mm/s 
laser 

treated Ni−W−P(outer) 19.2 56.6 − 

Ni−P(inner) 12.3 29.8 0.589 8 mm/s 
laser 

treated Ni−W−P(outer) 22.3 55.5 − 

 
3.3 Effect of microstructure on performance 

The values of microhardness and rate of wear for 
the Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating before and after 
laser-treatment are tabulated in Table 4. It can be seen 
that the microhardness of Ni−P coating is lower than that 
of Ni−W−P coating whether in as-plated state or in 
laser-treated state. In as-plated state, a major contribution 
to the increased hardness is the solid solution 
strengthening of nickel by tungsten in the ternary alloy 
deposit [24], and there is higher level of microstrain in 
the nickel matrix of electroless nickel deposit due to 
supersaturation of phosphorus. In the heat treated state, 
precipitation of fine Ni crystallites and hard intermetallic 
Ni3P particles occurs, which act as the barriers for the 
dislocation movement, thereby increasing the hardness 
further [25]. In general, the contribution of Ni3P phase to 
hardness of coating is the most effective. However, it is 
worth noting that after the laser crystallization, there is 
smaller grain size of Ni3P phase in Ni−P inner layer than 
Ni−W−P outer layer, whereas the hardness of Ni−W−P 
coating is higher than that of Ni−P coating. The main 
reason for this behaviour might be the higher degree of 
crystallization and larger INi3P/Itotal of the Ni−W−P 
coating than the Ni−P coating, and the additional solid 
solution strengthening of tungsten co-deposition to the 
matrix. In addition, it is also observed in Table 4 that for 
both the Ni−P and Ni−W−P coatings, peak hardness is 
attained at the scanning velocity of 8 mm/s instead of 10 
mm/s. It further confirms the dominant contribution of 
Ni3P phase to hardness and a synergistic effect along 
with the crystallization degree of coating. 

Table 4 Microhardness and wear resistance of Ni−P/Ni−W−P 
duplex coating before and after laser treatment 

State Coating HV0.1 
Wear rate/ 

( m3·N−1m−1) 

Ni−P(inner) 579 17.7×10−15 
As-plated

Ni−W−P(outer) 697 13.1×10−15 

Ni−P(inner) 770 4.8×10−15 10 mm/s laser 
treated Ni−W−P(outer) 915 4.1×10−15 

Ni−P(inner) 834 4.0×10−15 8 mm/s laser 
treated Ni−W−P(outer) 1074 3.6×10−15 

 
Figure 4 shows the result of continuous stiffness 

measurement in which the hardness is expressed as a 
function of indentation depth (displacement into surface), 
i.e. variation of hardness from coating surface to 
substrate along cross-section. It can be seen that for the 
laser-treated Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating, the hardness 
gradient presents a trend of declining from outer 
Ni−W−P to inner Ni−P except for indentation number 1 
which may be outside the coating. The result indeed 
mutually supports the comparison of surface hardness of 
Ni−W−P (outer) and Ni−P (inner) in Table 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Variation of hardness of Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coatings 
at scanning velocity of 10 mm/s along cross-section 
 

Wear rates in all cases are in conjunction with the 
hardness values, as shown in Table 4. Generally, higher 
hardness corresponds to better wear resistance. In 
as-plated state, the increased hardness by the solid 
solution strengthening of tungsten to nickel matrix 
results in more resistance to wear in Ni−W−P coating 
than Ni−P coating, which is confirmed by SEM 
observation of wear tracks of the Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex 
coating shown in Fig. 5. After laser treatment, it can be 
seen that the lowest wear rate of the Ni−P/Ni−W−P 
duplex coating appears at the scanning velocity of 8 
mm/s, corresponding to the peak hardnesses of the Ni−P 
and Ni−W−P coatings, respectively. 
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Fig. 5 SEM images of wear tracks of as-plated Ni−P coating (a) 
and as-plated Ni−W−P coating (b) 
 

To understand the mechanism of wear in the 
coatings, the wear track patterns were studied using 
optical and scanning electron microscopy. These pictures 
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The mechanism of wear of 
electroless Ni−P deposit depends on the attractive force 
that operates between the nickel atoms from the coating 
and iron atoms from the counter steel ball (hardened high 
carbon−high chromium steel). Adhesive wear is 
characterized by the transfer of material from one surface 
to the other which may later be removed as wear debris 
[26,27]. For as-plated Ni−P and Ni−W−P coatings, a 
higher mutual solubility between alloys and the steel ball, 
i.e. substantial attractive forces between nickel atoms and 
iron atoms leads to their adhesive wear behaviour and 
higher wear rate. It can be seen that there are some pits 
left on the Ni−P coating surface in Fig. 5(a), but 
unconspicuous on Ni−W−P coating surface in Fig. 5(b), 
due to lower hardness of the former than the latter. The 
rate of adhesive wear is influenced by several factors, 
such as degree of adhesion between the interacting 
surfaces, and the rate of formation of surface oxide film 
besides hardness [28]. Heat treatment process transforms 
amorphous nickel to crystalline nickel and nickel 
phosphides, Ni3P. These phosphides have low mutual 
solubility with iron, resulting in an incompatible surface 
with the steel ball, thereby drastically decreasing 
the wear rate. In contrast to the as-deposited coatings, the 

 

 

Fig. 6 Comparison of wear tracks of Ni−W−P outer and Ni−P 
inner coatings after laser treatment: (a) 10 mm/s laser-treated 
Ni−W−P (outer); (b) 8 mm/s laser treated Ni−W−P (outer);   
(c) 8 mm/s laser-treated Ni−P (inner) 
 
laser-treated Ni−P and Ni−W−P coatings after wear test 
exhibit a bright and smooth finish with fine grooves 
along the sliding direction, an indication of mild 
adhesive wear seen in Fig. 6. Mild adhesive wear is 
likely to occur if the materials are hard and/or have a low 
mutual solubility and/or a surface oxide film of low 
adhesion is maintained [27]. After laser crystallization, 
the wear resistance of Ni−W−P outer layer alloy is 
superior to Ni−P inner layer alloy (see Fig. 6(c)), because 
relatively large size of the Ni3P phase present in 
Ni−W−P coating than in Ni−P coating is favorable to 
increasing contacting the area between the Ni3P particles 
and the steel ball during wear, thereby reducing the 
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resultant adhesive action between friction pairs. Likewise, 
better wear resistance of the laser-treated Ni−P/Ni−W−P 
duplex coating at 8 mm/s than 10 mm/s (see Figs. 6(a) 
and (b)) can be explained by the characteristic of 
microstructure, the higher ratio (INi3P/Itotal) and larger size 
of Ni3P phase, and the more crystallization degree of 
coating as mentioned above. 

From this study a very good correlation between the 
hardness values and wear rates and structural aspect for 
electroless Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating before and 
after laser treatment has been observed. The result 
provides practical value for selecting reasonable laser 
technology parameters to improve wear resistance of the 
Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

1) It is possible to prepare electroless 
Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating by sequential immersion 
in two different electroless plating baths. The electroless 
Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating is uniform and the 
compatibility between the two layers is good. 

2) After laser crystallization, the microstructure of 
electroless Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex coating presents the 
characteristics of higher degree of crystallization and 
larger grain size for Ni−W−P outer layer than Ni−P inner 
layer. 

3) The wear resistance of the Ni−P/Ni−W−P duplex 
coating after the laser heat treatment is superior to that of 
the as-plated one, and the Ni−P coating with high 
phosphorus content is suitable to be used as the 
intermediate layer between the Ni−W−P coating and 
substrate for improving wear resistance. Mild adhesive 
wear mechanism prevails in the laser-treated coating 
when subjected to wear test against hardened steel 
material. The adhesive wear behaviour is mainly 
influenced by the grain size and number of Ni3P phases 
and the degree of crystallization of duplex coatings 
besides hardness. 
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摘  要：采用 SEM/EDX 及 XRD 定量分析技术研究了化学沉积 Ni−P/Ni−W−P 双镀层激光晶化前、后的组织特征，

并通过表面和截面的硬度测量以及干摩擦磨损实验评估了双镀层的硬度及耐磨性。结果表明，在两种不同的镀液

中连续沉积可以制备出 Ni−P/Ni−W−P 双合金镀层。激光晶化处理后，化学沉积 Ni−P/Ni−W−P 双镀层表现出外层

Ni−W−P 比内层 Ni−P 更高的晶化程度及更大的晶粒尺寸，但外层具有更高的硬度。激光处理的双镀层在给定的

加工条件下，其耐磨性优于镀态镀层的。激光处理可直接在空气中进行而不需要氩气保护，这为工业化应用提供

了可能性。 

关键词：化学沉积；Ni−P/Ni−W−P 双镀层；激光处理；粘着磨损；晶化 
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